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ABSTRACT
Shadow Patching: Exemplar-Based Shadow Removal
Ryan Sears Hintze
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Master of Science
Shadow removal is an important problem for both artists and algorithms. Previous methods
handle some shadows well but, because they rely on the shadowed data, perform poorly in cases
with severe degradation. Image-completion algorithms can completely replace severely degraded
shadowed regions, and perform well with smaller-scale textures, but often fail to reproduce largerscale macrostructure that may still be visible in the shadowed region. This paper provides a general
framework that leverages degraded (e.g., shadowed) data to guide the image completion process
by extending the objective function commonly used in current state-of-the-art image completion
energy-minimization methods. This approach achieves realistic shadow removal even in cases of
severe degradation and could be extended to other types of localized degradation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Shadows are a natural phenomenon that occur wherever light is blocked by an object.
Although an image with a shadow may otherwise be of high quality, shadows cause degradation of
the captured data due to less light information reaching the optical sensors of the camera capturing
the scene. Specifically, this results in greater sensitivity to noise, quantization from reduced dynamic
range, and loss of contrast. A user may attempt to remove the shadow by brightening the area, and in
doing so they will quickly discover it takes a number of steps with color-adjustment, content-awarefill, and manual adjustment to harmonize the region to the illumination of the image surrounding
the shadow. Even when matching the illumination correctly, the degradation from the shadowing
process may also cause artifacts in the adjusted area, according to the severity of the shadow.
Focusing on correction using only a single image, current state-of-the-art shadow recovery
attempts to correct the illumination directly (Fig. 1.1c). They compare regions of the shadow with
similar lit regions allowing them to calculate parameters related to the total loss of brightness. With
these parameters, correcting the shadows becomes a linear adjustment to each of the RGB color
channels. In cases of modest shadowing, these methods generally produce good results, but as
the shadow becomes more severe these methods begin to suffer from artifacts such as blurring,
desaturation, and color-shifting—all of which are a result of the degradation of the shadowed
content. Because of this, direct illumination correction is often insufficient to correct a severely
degraded shadow. In the limit as the shadow darkens, the amount of information available essentially
becomes none.
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(a) Input Image

(b) Guided Image Completion

(c) Direct Illumination Correction

(d) Unguided Image Completion

Figure 1.1: Examples from various shadow-removal methods on a shadowed image (a). The red and
blue insets, drawn in the input image, are magnified in the corresponding callouts to show detail in
that area in each image. Direct illumination correction (c) maintains the structure but is discolored
and loses contrast. Unguided image completion (d) maintains the correct color and texture but loses
the structure. The proposed guided image completion (b) maintains correct structure and texture.
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When there is no information available, that region becomes a “hole” in which all content is
discarded. Currently, these areas can be replaced by using image completion techniques, also known
as hole-filling or texture synthesis. Image completion techniques are normally used to remove
and replace unwanted objects or artifacts in the image. These methods intelligently use patches of
content outside of the hole to fill it with content that appears visually similar to the remainder the
image, as exemplified by Adobe Photoshop’s Content Aware Fill. Although they often produce
amazing visual results when correcting textures, they generally fail to reproduce macrostructure
as shown. In the case of severe shadowing, although edges and other macrostructure may still be
visible in the shadow, current image completion methods completely ignore the content.
Using image completion that ignores original content (Fig. 1.1d) to replace a shadowed
region is not expected to and generally fails to synthesize content matching the visible macrostructure
found in the degraded shadow. This thesis introduces guided image completion (Fig. 1.1b), which
enhances the capabilities of image completion to use degraded content to guide the synthesis process.
This is done by modeling the degradation caused by the shadowing process as the inverse of direct
illumination correction. The degradation model can then be applied to the synthesized content,
penalizing regions that, when degraded, poorly match the original content. We demonstrate that
guiding the image completion process produces illuminated images that recover macrostructure
from severely shadowed regions in an otherwise lit image without compromising the saturation,
contrast, and color.
Chapter 2 is a self-contained article (other than the abstract and references) that will be
submitted to a major computer vision or graphics conference.
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Chapter 2
Shadow Patching: Exemplar-based Shadow Removal

2.1

Introduction

Shadows are natural phenomena that occur from light being occluded either fully or partially by
an object. In an image, they provide valuable information on visual cues about the geometry of
surrounding areas and objects as well as obstructions. However, shadows also obfuscate detail and
resolution of what is being shadowed. Despite their utility, shadows are a darker region in the scene
that a user may want to remove.
The intuitive process to remove a shadow from an image is almost always to brighten the
shadowed area, restoring the strength of the signal to harmonize it with its surrounds. Brightening
the shadow reveals artifacts caused by the limited dynamic range of the shadowed region that results
in effectively coarser quantization, loss of contrast and a lower signal-to-noise ratio. These problems
show that shadowing is a non-invertible process making removal of the shadow more difficult than
simply brightening the shadowed area.
These issues make shadows especially difficult for image artists. An artist may be editing an
image with an unwanted shadow that cuts across the photo and attempt to remove it while retaining
most of the underlying content (Fig. 2.1a). This process may take a number of steps to get precisely
how they want it using color-adjustment, content-aware fill, or even manual adjustment. After this
process the final image may noticeably not correspond to the original image.
Previous work has attempted to remove shadows by either removing the edge gradient and
reintegrating or estimating how to best brighten the darkened regions. Both of these methods are
directly affected by noise and quantization problems because data is missing. The shadowed area
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(a) Input Image

(b) Guided Image Completion

(c) Direct Illumination Correction

(d) Unguided Image Completion

Figure 2.1: Results from various shadow-removal methods on input image (a) The red and blue
insets, drawn in the input image, are magnified in the corresponding callouts to show detail in that
area in each image. Direct illumination correction (c) maintains the structure but is discolored
and loses contrast, particularly in the gaps. Unguided image completion (d) maintains the correct
color and texture but loses the structure (gaps). Our guided image completion (b) maintains correct
structure and texture.
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could also be completely reconstructed using image completion techniques, which handle noise
and quantization better, but the resulting content will almost never be an illuminated version of the
shadow. This paper contributes an image-completion framework that is guided by the shadowed
content to produce a detailed image while still retaining the structure inside of the shadow.

2.2

Related Works and Background

Shadow removal is closely related to the intrinsic image problem, specifically the separation of
reflectance and illumination from an image. While the intrinsic image problem aims to remove all
gradients due to illumination effects, shadow removal removes only illumination effects due to cast
shadows.
Intrinsic image separation typically tries to separate gradients in the image into those due to
reflectance and those due to illumination [10–12, 19]. This separation can be learned from training
images [19] or by using the observation that changes in illumination generally result in slowly
changing transitions while changes in reflectance generally result in more rapid transitions [11, 14].
Other approaches have improved separation of illumination from reflectance by using reflectance
priors [17], multiple images [5, 20], and depth data [3].
Finlayson et al. [10] observed that cast shadows often break the assumption that illuminationinduced gradients are more gradual than reflectance-induced gradients and use this to identify and
remove shadow gradients. Removing these shadow gradients and then reintegrating the image
provides a shadow-free result. Although this produces good results with almost no user-interaction,
the process often incorrectly classifies gradients causing unwanted artifacts.
Shor and Lischinski [18] note that gradient-domain methods, such as Finlayson’s approaches
[10–12], not only have difficulty classifying illumination gradients within the shadow, but they
often remove necessary illumination gradients such as self-shadowing due to small-scale geometry
(Fig. 2.5d on page 21). They instead approach the problem by directly modeling and estimating the
parameters of the shadowing process in the target region and inverting this process to produce a
shadow-free result. Starting from standard illumination equations, they derive that the shadowing
6

process can be modeled as a simple linear (gain and bias) color transformation applied to the
otherwise lit surface of the shadow’s umbra. After detecting the shadowed region, the parameters
of this linear shadowing transformation can be estimated by comparing the statistics of the texture
inside the shadow with the statistics of similar illuminated texture outside of the shadow in the same
image. This linear transformation is easily inverted to correct for the effects of the shadowing. Since
these estimates of illumination can vary at different scales of the image, they perform this estimation
and correction using a multi-scale Laplacian pyramid, allowing them to retain illumination detail at
different scales.
In addition to the expected transition across the shadow’s penumbra, shadows normally vary
in illumination even within the umbra, slightly decreasing in darkness with increasing distance from
the shadow-casting object. Shor and Lischinski accounted for this by estimating the shadowing
parameters in thin bands, allowing different estimates in different regions of the shadow [18]. These
bands are reliable as long as the texture within the shadow remains the same, but fail when the bands
overlap multiple textures such as when a single cast shadow falls upon multiple different surfaces.
Zhang et al. [22] handle multiple textures by dividing the shadowed region into multiple
overlapping patches. Each patch in the shadow is matched to an illuminated patch with similar
illumination-invariant texture features and the parameters are estimated for each patch using the
same linear transformation model as in [18]. They then estimate the illumination parameters on a
per-pixel basis using a weighted average of the estimates from overlapping patches.
Direct-illumination correction methods [18, 22] work well in cases of modest shadowing,
but when the shadows are much darker, the shadowing process is not truly invertible. Because of
the limited contrast in darker regions, the shadowed region becomes degraded by the effects of
quantization and a decreased signal-to-noise ratio, which limit the invertibility of the shadowing
process. These effects can be seen in corrections of darker shadows resulting in color shifting, color
desaturization, mushy textures, and blurring of the gradients (Figure 2.1b).
In the limit, as the shadow darkens, none of the unshadowed content remains in the shadowed
region. This suggests the use of methods for image completion, also known as hole-filling, inpainting
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or texture synthesis, which are typically used for replacing a target region of unwanted content
(hole) in an image. The objective is to replace the region with content that looks like it belongs in
the missing region and transitions seamlessly into the surrounding content. This is often done by
finding similar content in the image and using that as a basis to fill the hole.
Early image completion or texture synthesis was initially performed a pixel at a time by [7, 9],
and later using a tiling approach by [6]. Pixel-by-pixel and tiled approaches are both greedy, “onion
skin” (working from the outside layers inwards) approaches. Like any greedy approach, these can
overcommit early to an incorrect solution. Kwatra and independently Wexler [13, 21] approached
this by iteratively improving the estimate of the contents of the hole. Wexler et al. [21] explicitly
framed this as optimization of an objective function, which leads to an iterative solution to find the
best match. They used multiple overlapping patches, now known as patch-based methods, to achieve
this result. In particular, for each patch in the target (filled) region they find the best matching patch
in the remainder of image, then blend these matching patches to improve the filled results.
Finding the closest matching patch for every patch, known as the nearest-neighbor field
(NNF), on each iteration is computationally expensive. Barnes et al. [1] greatly increased speed
in their PatchMatch framework (described in further detail in Section 2.3.1) by approximating the
NNF—moving from a simple greedy search step to random search and propagation of good matches
to neighboring patches—making the search fast enough to be used in real time. Barnes [2] and later
Darabi [8] extended this idea by using transformed patches. In addition, Darabi also introduced
matching not only of patch colors but of gradients within the patch.
Current image completion methods are generally used to remove unwanted image content
or to otherwise synthesize content where none is already available. As such, they do not make
use of any prior content within the target region which may preserve only the general texture of
the image while losing macrostructure still visible in the shadow (Fig. 2.1c). In this work, we
propose a method for using prior degraded image content to guide the image completion process
to estimate the reconstruction of the degraded region. We demonstrate this by using guided image
completion to reconstruct a shadowed region within an image (Fig. 2.1d). Note that this approach is

8

(b) Target mask

(c) Target region T0

(d) Source mask

(e) Source region S

(a) Input image

Figure 2.2: Image regions used in guided image completion. Masks are created manually or by
a method such as in [18, 22] and applied to the input image (a). The target mask (b) defines the
region to replace T , and when applied to (a), defines T0 (c). The source mask (d) defines the region
of valid content to match with, visualized in (e).
neither a direct enhancement of the original degraded content, nor is it completely unguided image
completion in that region, but instead uses the degraded image content in the target region to guide
completion of that region.

2.3

Exemplar-Based Shadow Removal

The proposed method leverages elements from both image completion and shadow removal techniques. A more in-depth overview of these methods follows.
We define T0 as the initial shadowed content, the area outside of the shadowed region as the
source S, and our estimate of the unshadowed content inside the shadowed region as the target T
(Fig. 2.2). We also define a patch as a pixel and its immediate neighbors (usually n-by-n centered
around the pixel in question). Patches overlap other patches therefore sharing pixels.

2.3.1

Image Completion

The driving concept behind image completion is that the target content should look like it belongs
in the picture. A common approach to this is to use source content drawn from other parts of the
image to synthesize the target [1, 2, 8, 15, 21, and similar lines of work]. Wexler [21] framed this
9

as minimization of an objective function of the following form:

E (S, T ) =

X
t∈T

min D(t, s)
s∈S

(2.1)

where t is a patch in T and s is a patch in S. Lower values of E (S, T ) mean that patches from
the synthesized target each look like a patch somewhere in the source, meaning the target looks
like the source. Finding the best fill thus becomes equivalent to solving for the target region T that
minimizes E (S, T ).
Eq. 2.1 can be minimized by iteratively alternating between searching to find respective
patches in the source that best match the current estimate for each patch in the target and blending
the overlapping patches to synthesize new content in the target region[21]. As noted previously,
the search for best-matching patches can be accelerated using the approximate-nearest-neighbor
field approach of [1], and the space of matching patches can be increased by introducing additional
spatial transformations [2, 8].
Darabi et al. [8] further improved upon the approach in [1, 2, 21] and similar methods by
adding a gradient-matching term into the patch-distance function, which effectively preserves edges:

E (S, T ) =

X
t∈T

min D(t, s) + λD(∇t, ∇s)
s∈S

(2.2)

Adding a term that penalizes mismatches between ∇t (gradient of patch t) and ∇s (gradient of
patch s) causes the resulting image to better maintain the gradient along the edges, producing
better edge transitions from the source region to the target region as well as better edges within the
target region itself. The blended image is constructed from both the estimated pixel values and the
estimated gradients, which can be framed as the solution of a screened-Poisson equation[4].

2.3.2

Guided Image Completion

Image completion in general can produce convincing results but ignores any existing content from
the original degraded area. This results in a large solution space for filling the target region as
10

multiple local minima can be achieved. In many cases, this solution space can be narrowed by using
the degraded content that already exists within the target region, such as the still-visible content
within an unwanted shadow. In principle, the reconstructed target region should be consistent with
the degraded content originally in that region. When the degradation is severe, it may be impossible
to directly invert the degradation process, such as noted previously in the case of extreme shadowing.
Instead, we rely on an insight, well-known in Bayesian theory, that it is in most cases easier to
degrade data than to correctly reconstruct it. Modeling the degradation of the target region, and
then applying that degradation to the source content allows degraded source patches to more readily
match with original target content. The corresponding un-degraded source patches can then be
blended as in previous work [8, 21] to reconstruct the degraded region.
This can be achieved by adding two terms to the objective function in Eq. (2.2):
E (S, T, T0 ) =

X
t∈T

min λ1 D(t, s) + λ2 D(∇t, ∇s)
s∈S

(2.3)

+λ3 D(f (t) , t0 ) + λ4 D(∇f (t) , ∇t0 )
where f (·) denotes a function that models the degradation process we are attempting to reverse1 .
The two additional weighted terms D(f (t) , t0 ) and D(∇f (t) , ∇t0 ) penalize recovered patches t
that, when degraded, are inconsistent with the corresponding original degraded patch t0 ∈ T0 , either
in their appearance (third term) or gradients (fourth term). This concept can be extended to other
forms of degraded content so long as the degradation process can be modeled and the assumption
holds that the correct un-degraded content is similar to that found elsewhere in the image.
Viewed in a Bayesian sense, these two new terms model the likelihood that the recovered
patch t, when degraded, would result in the originally observed patch t0 . Similarly, the first and/or
second terms commonly used in previous work model the prior that the completed image content is
consistent with the remainder of the image. In this sense, unguided image completion as found in
previous work can be thought of as an a priori estimate of the unknown content in a target region,
1

The weighting term λ1 is redundant in this equation, but we include it to more clearly allow subsequent discussion
of the relative effects of the weights of the different terms.
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while guided image completion as proposed here can be thought of as an a posteriori estimate
derived from degraded content still visible in that region.
The weights (λ1 ...λ4 ) in Eq. (2.3) are adjusted empirically. It is interesting to note that if
λ1 > 0 while λ2,3,4 = 0 then Eq. (2.3) is the same as the approaches used by Wexler [21], Barnes
[1, 2], and similar work as given in Eq. (2.1). Likewise, if λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, and λ3,4 = 0 then
Eq. (2.3) is the same as the approach in [8] given in Eq. (2.2). For degradation such as shadowing,
the color is usually degraded inside the shadow but the edges remain trustworthy, which suggests
weighting the edge-matching term greater than the color-matching term, λ3 < λ4 .
Eq. (2.3) can be minimized by extending the iterative match-and-blend approach in [1, 2, 8,
21]. The PatchMatch algorithm [1] is used to find patches s ∈ S in the source that not only match
well the current estimate of the target patch t ∈ T but also when degraded (shadowed) match well
the degraded original t0 ∈ T0 . The source patches s are then blended in a manner that extends the
screened-Poisson approach in [8].

2.3.3

Modeling Shadow Degradation

Iterative image completion can work with a null region, but it is more efficient and produces better
results when the content is initialized resembling the envisioned final image.
Results from direct-illumination correction, even in cases where it performs poorly, can
be used as an initial estimate for the target region, T1 (Fig. 2.3c). We model shadowing and
direct-illumination correction as a uniform gain adjustment and bias adjustment on each colorchannel using an approach similar to [18]. We compute the gain-and-bias adjustment parameters γ
(brightness scaling), αR , αG , αB (color shift for R, G, and B respectively) as

γ=

σ(S)
σ(T )

(2.4)

and
αk = µk (S) − γµk (T ), k ∈ {R, G, B}

12

(2.5)

(a) Input image with shadowed area T0

(b) Direct correction f –1 (T0 )

(c) Penumbra inpainted T1

(d) Shadowed source f (S)

(e) Union of shadowed source and T0

Figure 2.3: Modeling shadow degradation. The umbra region in the original image (a) is direct
illumination corrected to form an initial estimate (b) in the target region. Due to the varying
illumination in the penumbra, it is then filled using unguided image completion to give an initial
estimate of the unshadowed region (c). The direct-illumination parameters can be inverted and
applied to the lit source resulting in the shadowed source (d). This can be cached to compute the
shadowed source patches only once. The union of the shadowed source with the original shadow (e)
illustrates that applying a global adjustment to the source content transitions remarkably well with
the original umbra.
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where σ (S) is the standard deviation of the intensity in the illuminated region S, µk (S) is the mean
value of S on color channel k, and likewise with σ (T ) and µk (T ) but on the shadowed region T .
We can then initialize our estimate of the illumination of the umbra to

Tklit = f –1 (Tk ) = αk + γTk , k ∈ {R, G, B}

(2.6)

resulting in the illuminated T lit (Fig. 2.3b). Here we define f –1 (R) as a function that estimates the
shadow removal of a region R. The different values of αk are intended to mitigate the attenuation
that occurs on different wavelengths. Finally, as done by [18, 22], we inpaint the penumbra to
provide a smooth transition for the initial estimate T1 (Fig. 2.3c).
The opposite can be done to apply a shadow to the image:

Skshadow = f (Sk ) =

S k − αk
, k ∈ {R, G, B}
γ

(2.7)

where f (R) is a function that applies a shadow to region R (Fig. 2.3d). With a target patch t ∈ T0 ,
f –1 (t) matches illuminated source patches better than t (Fig. 2.3c). More importantly f (s) can
shadow a source patch s ∈ S to more closely match patches in T0 (Fig. 2.3d). Generally, patches
in f (S) match patches in T0 better than patches in S match patches in f –1 (T0 ). In other words,
D(s, t0 ) is a less meaningful patch measurement than D(s, f –1 (t0 )), which is less accurate than the
most descriptive term, D(f (s) , t0 ). The same logic is also applied to the gradients of the patches,
giving us D(∇f (s) , ∇t0 ) as another patch comparison term. We use the shadowed source patches
in f (S) to find matches with patches in T0 and then use the corresponding illuminated source
patches from S in the vote step to create an illuminated image.

2.3.4

Implementation

Our algorithm requires a source image with a shadow, a rough mask of the shadowed region, a mask
of suitable source content and optionally a mask of the penumbral region, and an initial target. This
work does not aim to improve on any previous work that identifies these regions, so these masks
14

can be produced from other algorithms [18, 22] or can be created manually. The source mask is the
complement of the shadow region, excluding any regions that the user chooses to exclude such as
other shadows.
We first estimate the parameters γ, αR , αG , αB as in subsection 2.3.3. We then use these
illumination parameters to create an initial estimate of the unshadowed region to initialize the
completion algorithm. Finally, in order to avoid repeatedly calculating f (s) for all s ∈ S, we
pre-calculate a shadowed version of the source (Fig. 2.3d) and use it for both f (s) and ∇f (s)
during the search step.
Note that this global model of shadowing does not account for variable illumination in the
source region as well as varying darkness in the shadow. We can mitigate the effect of variable
illumination in the source content by applying a separate gain-and-bias transformation to source
patches as in [8].
The penumbra region is especially challenging because of the expected and sometimes
gradual transition from illuminated to shadow. As in [18, 22], we use only image completion to
synthesize content in this regions. Although image completion often produces spurious results
across large regions, image completion tends to be more accurate along thin regions like that of a
penumbra.
Because of this we use guided image completion in the umbra region of the shadow and
unguided image completion (as in [18, 22]) in the penumbra.
We achieve this effect by introducing a spatially varying weight (λu ) that is 1 in the umbra
and 0 elsewhere, and then multiplying the shadow-matching terms of Eq. 2.3 by this spatial lambda
as shown in Eq. 2.8.
We use the pyramidal PatchMatch as in [1] and nearly all subsequent work. For the matching
step, we define the combined distance between a candidate source patch s and target patch t and
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original content patch t0 as follows:
d(s, t, t0 ) = λ1 D(s, t) + λ2 D(∇s, ∇t)
(2.8)
+λu λ3 D(f (s) , t0 ) + λu λ4 D(∇f (s) , ∇t0 )
Here s represents a transformed source patch. We apply a translation transformation and the
gain and bias transformation as done in [8]. Rotation, scale, reflection as well as various other
transformations can also be applied [2, 8], but we have not done so to achieve our results. Note that
the shadowing function is applied to the candidate source patch, differing slightly from the energy
function of the image. Also, in our model:

∇f (s) = f (∇s) =

∇s
γ

(2.9)

In the blending step we also solve a screened Poisson as done in [8]. As they did, the new
image T is formed as:

T = arg min{λ1 D(I, T ) + λ2 D(∇I, ∇T )}

(2.10)

I

As in [1, 2, 8, 21], T is formed at each pixel by the average value of patches in the NNF
overlapping that pixel and ∇T is the similarly blended gradient at each pixel. We want the gradients
to stay close to those from the original content so we also include the original gradients, ∇T0 , in the
∗

calculation of ∇T as well as the average gradient per pixel of the patches from the NNF, ∇T . ∇T0
is boosted because shadowing compresses the dynamic range of gradients. As argued by Perez et
al. and Darabi [8, 16], taking the average of gradients erodes small details, especially when patches
are slightly misaligned, so a maximum-norm is computed instead. ∇T is calculated as follows:
∗

∇T = max(∇T , λu ∇f –1 (T0 ))
∗

= max(∇T , λu γ∇T0 ).
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(2.11)

Even with bad source matches, including the boosted gradients of the original image
continues to push the corrected gradients of the shadowed area into the solution, similar in spirit to
[10–12, 22].

2.4

Results and Discussion

In this section, we apply guided image completion to a variety of shadowed images to demonstrate
the advantages of using prior content for image completion as well as demonstrating that guided
image completion may be preferred to direct-illumination correction in cases of severe degradation.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, in cases of little degradation of the shadowed region, such
as lighter shadows, direct-illumination compensation methods can produce suitable results, but in
cases of increased degradation these methods often produce artifacts caused by limited dynamic
range, noise and quantization. Unguided image completion can handle highly degraded shadows
that only cover smaller-scale texture with no macrostructure, but when the user desires to maintain
the macro structure either inside or across the shadow, unguided image completion may not preserve
structure without additional user effort. Although our algorithm works well on both of these cases,
we focus our results on a subset of shadowed-images with severe degradation, often containing
macrostructure within the shadowed area that is present elsewhere in the image. We also assume
that the shadow is not degraded to the point where the macrostructure does not persist in the shadow,
at which point guided image completion gracefully reduces to unguided completion.
Figure 2.1 demonstrates a case where both direct-illumination shadow correction and
unguided image completion fail. Direct-illumination correction (Fig. 2.1b) noticeably changes the
color of the gaps between the paving tiles from an essentially black appearance to a brown color,
as it mistakenly illuminates the self-shadowing within the gaps. The paving tile itself also slightly
deviates from the natural gray color into sporadic shades of red and green that are non-existent
in the original lit region of the image. The corrected texture is also blurry compared to the local
original lit content. A notable side-effect of texture blurring from shadowing is that upon correcting
it causes the gaps to appear slightly wider inside the adjusted area than in the illuminated region
17

(a) Input Image

(b) Direct-Illumination Correction

(c) Unguided Image Completion

(d) Guided Image Completion

Figure 2.4: Shadow over dirt texture with content unique to the shadow. Direct-illumination
correction (b) of the original image (a) is desaturated and blurry, while unguided completion (c)
loses all structure to synthesize content similar to source content. As marked (c, cyan box, smaller
white/black rectangles), unguided image completion suffers from repeating texture due to reuse
of the same source patches . Repeated textures are also visible throughout the entire unguided
correction creating a diagonal wavy repeating pattern. Guided image completion (d) preserves
structure where possible, but sometimes adds or removes structure. Note in (d, magenta box, top
and center) that the three linked seeds are synthesized although this structure is not found in the lit
portion of the original image.
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(Fig. 2.1b, red box). Unguided image completion (Fig. 2.1c) preserves the small-scale texture
within the shadowed paving tiles but loses the macrostructure of the individual tiles. The limited
reproduced structure (i.e., the gaps dividing the tiles) also deviates noticeably from the otherwise
straight gaps in the lit part of the image.
Our guided image completion (Fig. 2.1d) outperforms both of these, preserving the smallscale texture of the gray paving tile as well as the macrotexture of the gaps between the individual
tiles. Self-shadowing is not considered in our shadow degradation model, but image completion
consistently uses self-shadowed content. In the paving tile example, this, along with the shadow
color and shadow gradient matching, results in dark, straight, and narrow gaps corresponding with
the original shadowed content. Although we emphasize the preservation of the structure of the gaps
between the paving tiles, note that guided image completion also preserves some of the more subtle
variations from lighter texture to darker texture within the shadowed tiles themselves.
The shadowed dirt in Figure 2.4 presents challenges to guided image completion because
much of the content within the shadow itself is somewhat unique. Even though direct-illumination
correction preserves the structure within the dirt, the color appears desaturated and is obviously
different from the original lit content. As expected, unguided image completion replaces the content
in the shadowed region in a way that is more consistent with the rest of the image, but closer
inspection of the filled area reveals multiple repeating patterns, which is a common artifact of
patch-based image completion methods. Guided image completion produces structure that is similar
to the original shadowed content where good matches to the original content were found (Fig. 2.4d,
magenta box) or, where suitable matches were not found, synthesizing unique content that preserves
the visual continuity of the target region (Fig. 2.4d, cyan box). In some cases where content in
the shadowed region is not available in the source region, guided image completion is able to
synthesize an approximation of original content from a conglomerate of multiple patches that each
have good matches elsewhere (three seed structure in Fig. 2.4d, magenta). Interestingly, attempting
to match with the degraded shadow content also greatly reduces unwanted texture repetition due to
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the varying content in the original shadowed area, even if the synthesized content deviates from the
original shadowed content.
As with any patch-based completion method, the success of guided image completion is
largely dependent on the availability and quality of source content. If there is an abundance of
illuminated source content that is similar to the shadowed content, it is far more likely to find similar
matches (Fig. 2.1d, 2.5a). The most challenging cases are unique objects inside the target shadow.
While unguided image completion would completely remove such unique content in the target
region, guided image completion attempts where possible to synthesize objects from what patches
may be available within the source region. These regions often still appear correct, and acceptability
is left to the discretion of the user.
Figure 2.5 presents other results that compare guided image completion with directillumination correction. Direct-illumination correction of the pink brick wall (Fig. 2.5a) preserves
all the brick structure at the cost of desaturation. Guided image completion loses some of the
structure, but preserves saturation and sharpness. The penumbral region is corrected using only
unguided image completion which causes the faint outline of the original shadowed area.
As mentioned in [18], self-shadowing is especially challenging for direct-illumination
correction methods as a shadow may overlap content that, when the shadow-casting object is
removed, would remain shadowed. The pebbles example (Fig. 2.5b) demonstrates the problems
of self-shadowing coupled with severe shadowing. This example was presented as a failure case
in [18], and the direct-illumination correction result shown (Fig. 2.5b, [center]) is taken from the
published paper of that work. This work was largely motivated by this example because [18] was
able to produce excellent corrections in other cases but noted that the shadowing was too severe in
this image. Along with the desaturation and discoloration, direct-illumination correction mistakenly
illuminates the gaps between pebbles, which are shadowed in the remainder of the image. Guided
image completion can take advantage of the shortcomings of this and other failure cases by using
them to initialize the target estimate for the search steps. While general texture is preserved in the
guided completion result (Fig. 2.5b, [right]), much of the actual structure within the shadow is lost
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Input

Illumination Corrected

Guided Completion

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Additional results. The pink brick wall (a) demonstrates that guided image completion
[right] avoids desaturation that commonly occurs with direct-illumination correction [center] in
cases of extreme shadowing. The shadowed pebbles (b) and corresponding direct-illumination
correction were presented as a failure case in [18]. The guided completion result of (b) is initialized
from the published illumination-correction result of [18]. Although guided completion deviates
from the structure, it is more consistent with the source content.
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because the pebbles within the shadow are surprisingly unique preventing good matches from being
found. Although guided completion deviates from the structure, it is more consistent with source
content providing a less-obvious shadow removal.

2.5

Conclusion

We have presented a framework for guiding image completion through use of the original degraded
content within the target region. This was done by extending the patch-based search step to penalize
source content that, when degraded, does not match the original degraded target content providing
an a posteriori estimate of the target content instead of an a priori estimate on which current image
completion techniques are based.
We have demonstrated this framework by successfully applying a shadow-degradation model
to guided image completion of shadowed regions. The method preserves contrast, saturation and
self-shadowing that direct-illumination correction loses, and maintains macrostructure within the
shadow that unguided image completion frequently removes.
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Chapter 3
Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has presented a framework for guiding image completion through use of the
original degraded content within the target region. This was done by extending the patch-based
search step to penalize source content that, when degraded, does not match the original degraded
target content.
We have demonstrated this framework by successfully applying a shadow-degradation model
to guided image completion of shadowed regions. The method preserves contrast, saturation and
self-shadowing that direct-illumination correction loses, and maintains macrostructure within the
shadow that unguided image completion frequently removes.
As accuracy of the degradation model improves match quality, further work in modeling the
shadowing degradation to source patches may improve results. Also, modeling other degradations,
such as blurring, hazing or low-resolution degradation, may demonstrate the anticipated versatility
of this framework.
Finally, extending this framework to allow multiple source images would improve content
availability for completely shadowed images or images with shadowed unique objects, such as
faces, improving corrections to those degraded regions.
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